Storage tank management
Notice

All the functions described and shown in this brochure are possible with Turbomatic, T4 and
TX boilers as well. Please consider the integration of the return temperature control.

1) Storage tank management
For systems with a storage tank, “Transition operation” mode is selected. Four top priority storage tank
loading time windows are available in this mode. The boiler only starts during these time windows and
requests for heat at other times are ignored.

1.1) 2-sensor storage tank management
With 2-sensor storage tank management, the upper and lower temperature in the storage tank are used
to calculate the start criterion. The following formulas show the start and stop criteria for the boiler:

START CRITERION:
The minimum storage tank temperature is set using the boiler setpoint
temperature (BTSetpoint) minus a variable (TStart). If the upper storage
tank temperature (STupper) falls below the specified minimum storage
tank temperature during the specified storage tank loading time window,
the boiler starts.

Explanation of terms
BOStart

... Boiler start

BOStop

... Boiler stop

TWactive

... Within the time window

TWinactive ... Outside the time window
STupper

... Upper storage tank temperature

STlower

... Lower storage tank temperature

BTSetpoint ... Boiler temperature setpoint

BOStart = TWactive & [STupper < (BTSetpoint - TStart)]

TStart

... Adjustable value

TStop

... Adjustable value

STOP CRITERION:
If the specified storage tank loading time window ends during heating operation, the boiler follows the
shutdown procedure.
BOStop = TWinactive
If the loading criterion has been achieved in terms of the lower storage tank temperature, the boiler follows the shutdown procedure.
BOStop = STlower > (BTSetpoint - TStop)

Flow diagram for boiler start / stop
Default values for Pellet boiler P4
TWactive

... Within the time window [06:00 - 22:00]

TWinactive

... Outside the time window [22:00 - 06:00]

BTSetpoint

... Boiler temperature setpoint [70°C]

TStart

... Adjustable value [15°C]

TStop

... Adjustable value [10°C]

DTSetpoint ... DHW tank temperature setpoint [55°C]
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DTmin

... Minimum DHW tank temperature [45°C]

ROT

... Adjustable run-on time [10min]

SP

... Start point [75%]
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1.2) 2-sensor storage tank management with need-based requests
With this function the system (heating circuits, DHW tank) reports temperature settings back to the controller and compares these with the current storage tank temperature. The following formulas show the
start and stop criteria for the boiler:
START CRITERION:
The boiler system starts if, during the specified time window, the upper
storage tank temperature (STupper) falls below the highest flow temperature that is currently required (FLSetpoint) or the desired DHW tank
temperature setpoint (DTSetpoint) plus a hysterisis of 2 °C.
BOStart = TWactive & [STupper < ((FLSetpoint or DTSetpoint) + 2 °C)]
STOP CRITERION:
If the specified storage tank loading time window ends during heating
operation, the boiler follows the shutdown procedure.
BOStop = TWinactive

Explanation of terms
BOStart

... Boiler start

BOStop

... Boiler stop

TWactive

... Within the time window

TWinactive ... Outside the time window
STupper

... Upper storage tank temperature

STlower

... Lower storage tank temperature

BTSetpoint ... Boiler temperature setpoint
TStop

... Adjustable value

FLSetpoint ... Flow temperature setpoint
DTcurrent

... Current DHW tank temperature

DTSetpoint ... DHW tank temperature setpoint
DTmin

... Minimum DHW tank temperature

HCinactive ... Heating circuit pump stops
ROT

... Adjustable run-on time

If the heating circuits stop or the DHT tank does not require any more heat, the boiler follows shutdown
procedure after an adjustable run-on time.
BOStop = [HCinactive or (DTcurrent > DTmin)] + ROT
If the loading criterion has been achieved in terms of the lower storage tank temperature, the boiler follows the shutdown procedure.
BOStop = STlower > (BTSetpoint - TStop)
Standard system 1.P001
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Multi-sensor management
1.3) Multi-sensor management
For this function four sensors are distributed evenly along the entire
height of the storage tank. The controller uses these to determine the
storage tank charge status from 0 to 100%. This makes it possible to
detect short-term load changes quickly (e.g. heating fans, spray booths
...)
For larger systems with a small storage tank, it can be used to achieve a
constant load point, as the output of the boiler system is reduced before
the storage tank is fully charged. The following formulas show the start
and stop criteria for the boiler:

Explanation of terms
BOStart

... Boiler start

BOStop

... Boiler stop

TWactive

... Within the time window

TWinactive ... Outside the time window
CS

... Charge status

SP

... Start point

START CRITERION:
The charge curve is set by defining the average storage tank temperature for 0 or 100%.
If the charge status falls below the start point, the boiler starts.
BOStart = TWactive & CS [%] < SP [%]
STOP CRITERION:
If the specified storage tank loading time window ends during heating operation, the boiler follows the shutdown procedure.
BOStop = TWinactive
If the loading criterion is reached according to the maximum storage tank charge status, the boiler follows shutdown procedure.
BOStop = CS > 95%
Multi-sensor management system 4.P001
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2) Cascade controller
Up to four boilers can be operated together with the Froling cascade controller. You can also see the
advantages of a cascade during the warm months. On most days of the year when heating is required,
one boiler is sufficient to meet the heat requirements. A further advantage is the increased reliability of
operation, as the heat is provided by several boilers.
As the cascade controller offers different options, boilers with the same or different rated heat outputs
can be combined. Different start priorities are allocated so that it is not the boiler with the highest rated
heat output that starts first, but rather one that is sufficient for preparation of domestic hot water, for
example. If boilers with the same rated heat output are used and each boiler is given the same start priority, the operating hours are used as a start criterion. This means the load is shared evenly and the
heating solution is highly efficient.
For more details on the wide range of possible settings see the operating instructions of the cascade
module / bus repeater.

2.1) Boiler controller operating principles
The following parameters are set in the controller:
- Boiler temperature setpoint:
- Storage tank charge is 100% at boiler setpoint - parameter
- Storage tank charge is 0% at

75 °C
2 K
20 °C

This means that the storage tank shows a charge of 100% at an average storage tank temperature of 73 °C.
Formula:

If the storage tank reaches a charge of 95% all the boilers are switched off.

The formula shown above gives the following temperatures
as the start points for boilers 1, 2, 3 and 4 (if present):
Start point boiler 1:
Start point boiler 2:
Start point boiler 3 and 4
Quick start [%/10 min]

CS 75%
CS 55%
CS 40%
15%

59.8
49.2
41.2
8.0
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2.2) Module wiring
Notice
A cascade module is required between each of the individual boilers.
The number of cascade modules is the number of boilers minus one.

2.3) Line regulating valve
The line regulating valve enables precise and simple adjustment. The volume flow
rate value is adjusted in L/min so there is no need to spend time determining settings using diagrams or other aids. The volume flow rate value can be set using the
scale of the meter integrated to the bypass, reading from the lower edge of the
floater. There is only flow through the bypass if the handle is pressed. If the systems are not correctly balanced there is normally an excessively high flow volume
through the boiler, which results in a relatively low temperature difference between
the boiler flow and return.

2.3.1 Setting example
Pellet boiler P4 Pellet 15 kW, temperature difference
15 K:

This means that with a temperature difference of 15 K it is almost possible to
set the output in kW as the volume flow
rate in L/min at the line regulating valve.
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2.4) Notes on piping design

Because of the water quantities, with cascade systems that have a total boiler output >100 kW you
should ensure that the connections to the standard layered tank (DN40) have a high enough volume
flow rate. In this case special layered tanks with larger connections (Heating tank SL) have to be used.
Particular attention should also be paid to the hydraulic connection of the individual components.
Two design variants can be used in the area where two boiler flow or return lines join.

2.4.1) Connection with favourable fluid dynamics
With this type of connection, the line is expanded before
the union of the flow or return lines to an appropriate size
to handle the total boiler output.
The second boiler flow or return is connected to the flow or
return line at a 45° angle to the direction of flow. The inlet
section should be about 3 times the length of the previous
diameter. The new section should be designed to have a
speed of 1 m/s.

2.4.2) Installing a pipe manifold
We recommend that you install a pipe manifold in the area
of the union of two boiler flow or return lines. If a pipe
manifold is installed and the pipe is not correct for the output, the water speeds up a lot because the pipe is too
small. This can generate noise because of the high flow
speed and it can also lead to layering problems in the storage tank. If you install a pipe manifold of an appropriate
length, the speed is reduced briefly to 0.3 m/s. The inlet
and calming section of the pipe manifold should
have a diameter 3 times as large as the pipe manifold, and
at least 30 cm. From the end of the pipe manifold the pipe
should be designed for the maximum possible total boiler
output and a speed of approx. 1 m/s.
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3) Non-binding planning suggestions
Two boiler systems combined
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System 1.P708
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Three boiler systems combined

System 1.P709

Four boiler systems combined

System 1.P710
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Example
4) Notes on dimensions
The following table is an extract showing the water quantities required for possible boiler outputs depending on the temperature difference between boiler flow and return. Pipe dimensions can be determined
using the lower section of this table, which shows the relevant flow volume depending on water speed.
(Temperature = 70 °C, Pipe material = Steel)

4.1) Example of pipe dimensions
You want to find the dimensions of the individual pipes and the pipe manifolds.
The following hydraulic system is to be implemented. The boiler output is 100 kW.
The first dimension shown is that of the smallest pipe - the one that goes from the relevant boiler to the
pipe manifold. The table shows that with an output of 100 kW and a temperature difference of 15 K, a
volume flow rate of 5.73 m³/h of water is required.
The dimension required for
boiler flow or return lines is
DN50.
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The first pipe manifold is designed using the same procedure. Slave boiler 2 and slave boiler 1 are joined
in the first pipe manifold. If both boilers are operated at rated heat output, this gives a total boiler output of 200 kW. According to the notice in the diagram, the maximum speed of 0.3 m/s should not be
exceeded in the pipe manifold.
After the pipe manifold, the piping should be designed for the maximum total boiler output and a speed
of approx. 1 m/s.
This means the size of the first
pipe manifold should be
DN125 and the connection
line to the second pipe manifold should be DN65.

The second pipe manifold and the connection line to the storage tank are designed for the maximum
possible total boiler output of 300 kW.
This means the dimensions of
the second pipe manifold
should be DN150 and the
connection line to the storage
tank should be DN80.
Notice
The connection line to the
storage tank determines the
size of the storage tank connection nozzle.

4.2 Presentation of results in a planning suggestion
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